SECRET MISSION
ON JEDHA

Difficulty level:

Here you are at Gesh’s Tapcafe looking for your informant, but you soon realize
that the presence of one of the patrons could be a threat to your cover. Indeed,
you notice that the shady character is on the holoscreen’s criminal watchlist.
He is probably one of Gerrera’s mercenaries and wanted by the Empire.
Report his presence to the authorities: 21 + 25 = 46 .
Take card 46 .
Once the mercenary is chased away from the Tapcafe, the Rodian
customer can’t stop talking. Pay close attention to this series
of “Bing!”. Your informant kept this series from you.
Enter machine 92 and reproduce the series.
"e sizes of the “Bing!” correspond to the sizes of the bells.
Once you sequenced the cards ( X , Y , then Z ), you obtain
the following bell series: bigger, smaller, biggest, smallest,
bigger, smallest.
Take card E .
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You must get to your informant’s ship. Unlock the security grid
at the rear of the Tapcafe ( 64 ) using the dataslate ( P ) your
informant gave you ( E ).
If you look closely at the hologram, you will see 4 numbers:
6 (yellow), 4 (red), 7 (blue), and 1 (green). "e color sequence of
the code is displayed above the grid: green (1), yellow (6), blue (7),
and red (4). Enter code 1674 in the app.
Take card 96 .
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!e rear exit from Gesh’s Tapcafe is
blocked by a coded security grid. Beyond
the exit you see the small shuttlecraft

Spot the
symbol on card E . It is time to report back to Imperial Command: enter machine 99 to obtain new data about the
downed ship’s trajectory. Take cards V and W .
Your informant tells you that the ship flew over the broken
statues and was headed west in a straight line ( E ).
When you transpose the positions and altitudes of cards V
and W to your control panel ( 96 ), you deduce the direction
your ship is headed to and its crash point at 0 altitude. So, the
crash coordinates are 02/02. Enter code 0202 in the app to go
to the location.
Take card 73 .
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You find the Imperial pilot who is badly
injured.
“After the crash, I hid the crate of kyber
crystals. !en, someone started firing at
me! I couldn’t tell which direction the blaster
fire was coming from, but I managed to
divert his attention from the crate. I have
something to gi...” he says before fainting.
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"e footprints lead you to the Imperial pilot ( R ).
Note that number 12 is hidden close to his pocket.
Take card 12 ."is cylinder is the key to the downed
ship. Go and take a look at it: 12 + 73 = 85 .
Take card 85 .
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Again, spot the
symbol on card 73 and enter
machine 99 to make your report.
You obtain the MAP OF JEDHA. Look closely at the
map and follow the pilot’s footprints ( ) that start
at the downed ship. "ey lead you to coordinates
03/04. Enter code 0304 in the app.
R
Take card R .
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You find the Imperial pilot who is badly
injured.
“After the crash, I hid the crate of kyber
crystals. !en, someone started firing at
me! I couldn’t tell which direction the blaster
fire was coming from, but I managed to
divert his attention from the crate. I have
something to gi...” he says before fainting.
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Among
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Once you
have boarded
the ship, you
get access to
the console:
to unlock it,
enter the
correct 4-digit
code on the
keyboard next
to the screen.
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Once you
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to unlock it,
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After cracking the security code, you can now access all recently opened data files.
Among these files are dossiers on several important people.

correctnext
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Mission Report

"anks to the data gathered from the console, you find out that the pilot hid the cargo east of his ship ( T ).
T
100
Enter code 0302 in the app to get there.
Q Turned Over Ground
111
Take card Q .
A
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Dossier: Toribota Clan
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Your tracking data ( A and Q ) confirm that some
Toribota pilgrims ( ) passed through here after the pilot
( ) dropped off the crate. As it is no longer here, you assume the pilgrims took it with them before resuming their
travel on their mounts ( ).
So, follow their tracks up to 05/04.
Enter code 0504 in the app.
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A dossier itemizing the Toribota clan pilgrims.
Location: Jedha
Type: Pilgrim
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.
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Trying to locate the pilgrims (05/04), you get shot at from the south-west. First, you must handle this shooter before you can
Hepho
A ( Dossier:) Niktracks
aresrthose
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continue your search. "e
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F Hepho ( A ). "erefore, he is at 0403. But remember what the Tapcafe
551
a mirror): to defeat him, you must arrive from behind. Go through 03/03
customers said ( F read from right to left or read it with
to sneak up on Nik Hepho from behind. Enter 0303, then 0403 in the app.
Take card 31 .
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!is file itemizes a notorious bounty hunter.
Location: Jedha
Type: Bounty Hunter
!is file itemizes a notorious bounty hunter.
Affiliation: Independent
Location: Jedha
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0303 0403
Within the long shadows stretching out
from a nearby outcropping, you spot Nik
Hepho. He monitors the surroundings
and prevents anyone in the vicinity from
traveling safely.
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A Dossier: Nik Hepho
Nik Hepho ( 31 ) is within reach. You must get hold of the weapon he is carrying over his shoulder ( A ). Also, take notice of the 4
written numbers on the strap: 3, 8, 1, and 3. Enter code 3813 in the app to neutralize this expert sniper. As Nik Hepho no longer
poses a threat, go back to 05/04 and resume your pursuit of the Toribota pilgrims. Enter code 0504 again in the app.
F
Take card 16 .
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!is file itemizes a notorious bounty hunter.
Location: Jedha
Type: Bounty Hunter
Affiliation: Independent
Designation: Nik Hepho
!is file itemizes a notorious bounty hunter.
Tracking Data Location:
(on foot)
JedhaUnknown
Type: Bounty Hunter
Tracking Data Affiliation:
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Designation: Nik
Hepho
Conclusion: EXERCISE
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!e pilgrim’s caravan was attacked. !e
relics and kyber crystals they carried have
been stolen. !e pilgrims are obviously
worried, and keep repeating: “arrqf uryc
rnfg”
Finding a way to understand them seems
important.

Rodian Customer

500

Within the long shadows stretching out
outcropping, you spot Nik
Hepho. He monitors the surroundings
and prevents anyone in the vicinity from
traveling safely.
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You can’t understand a word this panicky pilgrim is saying ( 16 ). "e Rodian customer ( Y ) told you about this coded language only
practiced in their temple. Meet at the Toribota
temple (01/01) to make sense of the pilgrim’s message. Enter code 0101 in the app.
BING!
Take card H .
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Once at the Toribota temple, use the ancient tablet to translate and understand
the message of the on-site pilgrim: 59 + 39 = 98 .
Take card 98 .

M
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At the top of a steep path, you find the
pilgrims’ temple.

59

Toribota Temple

39

Ancient Tablet

98

“Bhe pnenina geniryrq gb gur rnfg, gur !ese
abegu, carvings could be the key to
gur jrfg gura, nibvqvat gur qnatrebhf Qrfregrq
translating the distinct Toribota clan
Pnalba, gb gur fbhgu. Vg fubhyq unir erghearq
language. It takes time, but you slowly
ol abj. Znlor vg tbg ybfg naq arrqfbegin
uryc.to understand its combination of
Vf gurer nalguvat lbh pbhyq qb?”
symbols and glyphs.

Toribota Temple
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COORDINATES: 0101

“Our caravan traveled to the east, the north,
the west then, avoiding the dangerous Deserted
Canyon, to the south. It should have returned
by now. Maybe it got lost and needs help.
Is there anything you could do?”

You now have a translation of the pilgrim’s message. When you compare the original text ( 59 ) with the translation ( 98 ), you
T H = U, E = R, etc. Apply this substitution cipher to translate the
understand that each letter is replaced Attacked
by another
one:
TCaravanB = 0,
CaravanAttacked
16
16
HELP
EAST.
Go
east
of the caravan which is located at 05/04.
message of the caravan’s pilgrim ( 16 ) NEEDS
COORDINATES: 0504
COORDINATES: 0504
Enter code 0604 in the app.
Take card S .
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Toribota Temple
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Toribota Temple

B H E...
“Bhe pnenina geniryrq gb gur rnfg, gur abegu,
gur jrfg gura, nibvqvat gur qnatrebhf Qrfregrq
Pnalba, gb gur fbhgu. Vg fubhyq unir erghearq
ol abj. Znlor vg tbg ybfg naq arrqf uryc.
Vf gurer nalguvat lbh pbhyq qb?”
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OUR. . .
“Our caravan traveled to the east, the north,
the west then, avoiding the dangerous Deserted
Canyon, to the south. It should have returned
by now. Maybe it got lost and needs help.
Is there anything you could do?”
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COORDINATES: 0604

NEEDS HELP EAST
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Finding a way to understand them seems
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important.
Finding a way
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You rescue a pilgrim who was shot at and
fell in the canyon. “!ank you for saving
me! I found a crate of holy crystals during
my travels, but it was stolen by Jalice
Andit! Jalice is greedy and will only trade
if you bring her at least 50 credits worth
of goods.
!is will be useful to you.“
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S

300

You learn from the lost pilgrim ( S ) he had the crate of kyber crystals and that a woman known as Jalice Andit stole it. It just happens
that you have information about her ( D ): she was last seen in Deserted Canyon. "is location is not on your map and you must
somehow find it.
39 Y
Toribota39Temple
Y
Temple
When you apply the substitution
cipher
of98
the
Toribota
temple
( 59 and 98 ), you obtain Deserted Canyon which in pilgrims’
98 Toribota
D Dossier: Jalice Andit
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16 is
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A
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is
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16 A A
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S
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300
your
map to locate the notorious Deserted Canyon,
thus
find
Jalice Andit. Enter code 0105 in the app.
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Take card 23 .
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QRFREGRQ PNALBA
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A dossier on profiteer Jalice Andit.
Location: Jedha
You rescue a pilgrim who was shot at and
You rescue a pilgrim who was shot Type:
at and
Profiteer, Merchant
fell in the canyon. “!ank you for saving
A dossier on profiteer Jalice Andit.
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Location:
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now. Maybe
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byby now.
Maybe
Andit!
Jalice is greedy and will only trade Last Known Location: DESERTED CANYON
by now. Maybe Isitthere
got
lost
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you and
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bring her at least 50 creditsConclusion:
worth Conclusion:
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geniryrqgeniryrq
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Suspected of previous dealings with Gerrera.
Is there anything you could do?”“Bhe
!is will be useful to you.“
of goods.
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SuspectedResourceful.
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further investigation.
of goods.
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gura,
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Pnalba, gb gur fbhgu. Vg fubhyq unir erghearq
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Vf gurer nalguvat lbh pbhyq qb?”
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133

Jedha Map

Jedha Map

X

07

Spot the symbol
on the commercial license ( 07 ) and enter
machine 99 to make your report. Imperial Command provides
you with the location of two of the three Jedha markets:
Holy City (07/01) and Pilgrim Market (05/03).
"e Rodian customer ( X ) gives you the location of the latter
that is hidden: halfway between Deserted Canyon and Toribota
temple, i.e., 01/03.

M

133

400

Talkative
Rodian Customer

Jalice Andit hides in the Deserted Canyon
(also referred to as Qrfregrq Pnalba by
the pilgrims).
“I have your kyber crystals. Don’t ask how
I got them. I’m willing to give them back to
you if you make me the right offer.”
Jalice Andit cackles, then leans back, a smug
glint in her eyes.

17

On a temple wall, a map of the region, annotated by the pilgrims.

BING!
On a temple wall, a map of the region, annotated by the pilgrims.
07

Commercial License

X

400

Talkative
Rodian Customer

17

DESERTED
CANYON

BING!

BING!

0503

0103

Y
BING!

Your negotiations will go smoother at the
Jedha markets with this.

0701

Y

!is customer speaks gibberish. “I hread aobut
a mekrat heddin rhgit beewten DESERTED
!is customer speaks gibberish. “I hread aobut
CANYON
telpme...”
a mekrat and
heddin TORIBOTA
rhgit beewten DESERTED
CANYON and TORIBOTA telpme...”

If you want to strike a deal with Jalice Andit, you’d better have something worth it to offer. First, go to the Holy City market
(0701). Enter code 0701 in the app.
Take card 13 .
Show your commercial license:
20
13
07
13 + 07 = 20 .
Take card 20 .
The Holy City

Commercial License

Nervous Merchant

13

COORDINATES: 0701

0701
You encounter a lone trader who turns pale
when she sees you.

!e Holy City is awe-inspiring. However, with
pilgrims, the Imperial patrols, and its throng
of residents, it is also an intimidating, difficult
Your negotiations will go smoother at the
place to navigate.
Jedha markets with this.

"en, go to the Pilgrim market by entering
code 0503 in the app.
Take card 43 .
Show your commercial license to
the merchant: 43 + 07 = 50 .
Take card 50 .
"e merchant refuses to cooperate.
You may have recognized the symbol of
the Rebel Alliance on the stall.
So, threaten the merchant by showing him
your Imperial credentials: 43 + 05 = 48 .
Take card 48 .

43

Bustling Marketplace

07

Commercial License

“I don’t want to get into any trouble with
the Empire. I’m just an honest, hard-working merchant. Here, take it. !is is my gift to
you. It’s a pilgrim’s ritual pendant.”

50

Uncooperative Merchant

Ritual Pendant: 14 credits.

50

Uncooperative Merchant

COORDINATES: 0503

0503

43

05

Marketplace
Imperial Credentials
!is crowded Bustling
marketplace
is filled with dozens
of merchant stalls and swarms of aliens.
Your negotiations will go smoother at the
Something feels off about one of theJedha
stalls.markets with this.
COORDINATES: 0503

It seems that this merchant does not want
05 43
Rebel
Sympathizers
to strike a deal
with
you.

48

Discard this card.

It seems that this merchant does not want
to strike a deal with you.
Discard this card.

Only a few people on Jedha know you are
an Imperial agent, allowing you to operate
in relative secrecy. However, you could
!is crowded marketplace is filled with reveal
dozens your identity as a scare tactic, but
be careful not to do it in front of the wrong
of merchant stalls and swarms of aliens.
Something feels off about one of thepeople…
stalls.

!e merchants cower when you show them
your Imperial credentials.
“We’re not rebels! We’re loyal to the
Empire! Please believe us! Here, take a
pair of ceremonial bowls of importance to
pilgrims.” Each one is worth 10 credits.
Ceremonial Bowl: 10 credits.

13

Finally, go to the hidden market by entering
code 0103 in the app.
Take card 33 .
Use your commercial license again:
33 + 07 = 40 .
Take card 40 .

48

Makeshift
Rebel Sympathizers 05 43
Rebel Sympathizers 05 43 Market Merchant

40

48

33

Makeshift
X
Market Entrance

07

Makeshift
Market Merchant

40

Commercial License

33

COORDINATES: 0103

0103

20

33Nervous Merchant

A merchant in the nomad market makes eye
contact and beckons you over to his stall.
“In a way, we both work for the Empire.
I provide rare goods to the stormtroopers
stationed here. Take these pilgrim beads
as a gift. !ey are worth 20 credits.”

An imposing mercenary stands guard near
a makeshift nomadic market that trades
contraband goods outside Jedha proper.
“You have a lot to learn about trade on
Your in
negotiations will go smoother at the
Jedha. It’s easy to get turned around
Jedha markets with this.
this market.”

13

Pilgrim beads: 20 credits.

Now, calculate the value of the goods you gathered at the markets ( 48 , 40 , and 20 ). Just add the value of both bowls
(2 bowls are worth 10 credits each, so 20 credits in total), the pearls (20 credits), and the pendant (14 credits): 20 + 20 + 14 = 54.
Take card 54 . "is should be enough for negotiating with Jalice Andit: 54 + 23 = 77 . Take card 77 .
48

Rebel Sympathizers 05 43

40

Makeshift
Market Merchant

33

20

Nervous Merchant

13

54

2 X 10 =

20

20

14

You encounter
trader who 23
turns54
pale59
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Jalice
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worth
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as
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are
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you.
It’s
a
pilgrim’s
ritual pendant.”
pilgrims.” Each one is worth 10 credits.
pilgrims.” Each one
is worth
credits.
Pilgrim beads: 20 credits.
Ritual Pendant: 14 credits.
Ceremonial
Bowl: 1010
credits.
Ceremonial Bowl: 10Pilgrim
credits. beads: 20 credits. Ritual Pendant: 14 credits.
Ceremonial Bowl: 10 credits.
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77

Artifacts

07

20

40

48

23

77

D

Jalice
Andit

23 54 59 98
C

H

M

S

COORDINATES: 0105

54

98
23 54 59 98
S
C H M S

Jalice Andit hides in the Deserted Canyon
(also referred to as Qrfregrq Pnalba by
the pilgrims).
“I have your kyber crystals. Don’t ask how
I got them. I’m willing to give them back to
youthat
if you make me the right offer.”
You have collected a variety of artifacts
Jalice Andit cackles, then leans back, a smug
are certainly worth more than 50 credits.
glint in her eyes.
Time to make the trade with Jalice Andit!

Unfortunately, Jalice didn’t tell you everything there
77
is to know: Gerrera’s rebels stole the crate from
her. However, she provides you with the location of
his hideout ( 77 ): east of the broken statues. Even
though the hideout is outside your map, you can still
“I lied to you! I did have the crate, but
“I lied to you! I did have the crate, but
determine its location 08/02.
Gerrera’s men outwitted me and took the
Gerrera’s men outwitted me and took the
crate. So, it is with the utmost pleasure
crate. So, it is with the utmost pleasure
Enter code 0802 in the app.
that I give you this piece of information:
that I give you this piece of information:
Gerrera’s men are hiding east of the
Gerrera’s men are hiding east of the
broken statues. !at’s where you’ll find
Take card G .
broken statues. !at’s where you’ll find
your crate.”
Jalice
Andit

Do We Have
a Deal?

“I lied to you! I did have the crate, but
Gerrera’s men outwitted me and took the
crate. So, it is with the utmost pleasure
that I give you this piece of information:
Gerrera’s men are hiding east of the
broken statues. !at’s where you’ll find
your crate.”

23 54 59 98
C

H

M

S

G

Gerrera’s Stronghold

77

144

COORDINATES: 0802

“I lied to you! I did have the crate, but
Gerrera’s men outwitted me and took the
crate. So, it is with the utmost pleasure
that I give you this piece of information:
Gerrera’s men are hiding east of the
broken statues. !at’s where you’ll find
your crate.”

0802

your crate.”

You manage to find the stronghold but you
will need Imperial help...

You hurry to the stronghold ( G ), but it would be too dangerous to take action singlehandedly. Spot the
symbol and enter machine 99 to contact Imperial Command
and ask for reinforcements.
Take card 88 .

Enter machine 88 .
Aboard your Imperial tank, you approach
Gerrera’s hideout. But a blaster shot coming
from the stronghold impacts your vehicle and
partially destroys the control system: you can
no longer turn right. Go to the stronghold
despite this encumbrance. "e app provides
two versions based on the elapsed time.
Take card 51 .

Version 1

Version 2

G

Gerrera’s Stronghold

88

77

144

Reinforcements! G

COORDINATES: 0802

Time for subtlety is over. You call for
reinforcements. An armored transport
delivers a combat assault tank. It is the
perfect weapon to destroy the bunker so
you can finally recover the kyber crystals.

You manage to find the stronghold but you
will need Imperial help...

51

Gerrera’s Stronghold

88

You are outside one of Gerrera’s secret strongholds. To break through it, you have
to set the Imperial tank’s cannon to its maximum power setting.

14

"e crate of crystals is within reach. Now, you only have to penetrate Gerrera’s stronghold ( 51 )
51
by setting your tank’s cannon to its maximum power. What is the cannon’s value when transposed
to a 4-digit code?
9999
Enter code 9999 in the app.
You are outside one of Gerrera’s secret strongholds. To break through it, you have
Gerrera’s Stronghold

88

You are outside one of Gerrera’s secret strongholds. To break through it, you have

to set the Imperial tank’s cannon to its maximum power setting.
to set the Imperial tank’s
cannon to its maximum power setting.

VICTORY! AFTER A DEVASTATING BLAST FROM THE CANNON,
YOU ARE ABLE TO INFILTRATE SAW GERRERA’S STRONGHOLD
AND RECOVER THE CRATE OF KYBER CRYSTALS.
THOUGH THE TRAITOROUS REBEL MANAGED TO ESCAPE,
YOUR MISSION HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL. AND NO ONE CAN
ESCAPE THE EMPIRE’S JUSTICE FOREVER…
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